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When traveling in the heliosphere, Galactic cosmic rays (CRs) are subjected to the solar modula-
tion effect, a quasiperiodical change of their intensity caused by the 11-year cycle of solar activity.
Here we investigate the association of solar activity and cosmic radiation over five solar cycles, from
1965 to 2020, using a collection of multichannel data from neutron monitors, space missions, and
solar observatories. In particular, we focus on the time lag between the monthly sunspot number
and the CR flux variations. We show that the modulation lag is subjected to a 22-year periodical
variation, ranging from about 2 to 14 months and following the polarity cycle of the Sun’s magnetic
field. We also show that the lag is remarkably decreasing with increasing energy of the CR particles.
These results reflect the interplay of basic physics phenomena that cause the CR modulation effect:
the drift motion of charged particles in the interplanetary magnetic field, the latitudinal depen-
dence of the solar wind, the energy dependence of their residence time in the heliosphere. Based on
this interpretation, we end up with a global effective formula for the modulation lag and testable
predictions for the flux evolution of cosmic particles and antiparticles over the solar cycle.

I. INTRODUCTION

When traveling inside the heliosphere, Galactic cos-
mic rays (CRs) interact with magnetic fields and solar
wind disturbances, which cause variations in their inten-
sity and energy spectrum. This phenomenon is known as
solar modulation of CRs and it is crucial for the investiga-
tion of the origin of cosmic particles and antiparticles [1].
Understanding CR modulation is also important for as-
sessing the radiation dose and risk in manned space mis-
sions [2]. In this respect, there are strong efforts aimed at
predicting the evolution of the CR intensity near-Earth
or in the interplanetary space [3]. An important feature
of solar modulation is its connection with the 11-year cy-
cle of solar activity. The monthly sunspot number (SSN),
the main indicator of solar cycle, is known to be anticor-
related with the long-term variations of the CR flux [4–6].
During periods of solar cycle minimum, the flux of Galac-
tic CRs in the inner heliosphere is more intense. During
periods of solar cycle maximum, CRs are shielded more
effectively by the Sun. Other proxies for solar activity
include the intensity of the solar magnetic field B0, its
open magnetic flux, or the tilt angle of the heliospheric
current sheet.

Solar activity is constantly monitored by ground based
observatories or space probes. The time dependence of
the CR flux is measured by several experiments. Di-
rect measurements of particle- and energy-resolved CR
flux have been done in space by long-running experi-
ments such as the MED instrument on IMP-8 (since
1972 to 2000 [7]), the HET telescopes on the Voy-
ager probes (1979-present [8]), the spectrometers CRIS
on ACE (1997-present [9]), EPHIN on SOHO (1995-
present [10]). Recent measurements include the spec-
trometers PAMELA on the Resurs-DK1 satellite (2006-
2016 [11, 12]) and AMS on the International Space Sta-
tion (2011-present [13, 14]). Indirect measurements of the
CR time dependence are performed continuously, since

the 1950s, by neutron monitors (NMs) [15]. NMs show
excellent time resolution and exposure, but they have no
particle or energy resolution capabilities.

To understand the dynamics of CR modulation and its
association with solar activity, it is important to study
the time lag between the two phenomena. Several studies
reported a lag of few months between the monthly SSN
and the corresponding variations in the NM rates [16–24].
Using direct CR measurements from space experiments,
a lag of 8.1±0.1 months was reported for Solar Cycle
23 [25]. Similar lags were also observed using different
proxies such as tilt angle or magnetic field [26]. Such
a lag in CR modulation is usually interpreted in terms
of the plasma dynamics [27–29]. In fact, the time de-
pendence of CRs near-Earth is linked to their transport
through the expanding heliosphere. To first approxima-
tion, the lag between CRs and solar activity reflects the
time spent by the heliospheric plasma to travel from the
Sun to the whole modulation region, which is of the order
of one year. Other interpretations of the lag include a de-
layed response of the CRs to changes in the background
plasma, or delayed formation of the solar magnetic field
with respect to sunspots [5, 30, 31]. On the lag values
reported in different analysis there is no clear consensus,
as they range from 0 to 18 months depending on epochs,
cycles, NM stations, or indicators [16, 22, 23]. Previous
studies reported a remarkable odd-even dependence of
the lag in terms of cycle number. This effect may be as-
cribed to the role of drift in the heliospheric modulation
process [17].

In this paper, we investigate the delayed relationship
between solar activity and CR flux over five solar cycles
between 1965 and 2020, i.e., from Cycles 20 to 25. In
Sec. II, we present the theoretical framework to analyze
the long-term CR modulation using NM and spacecraft
data. In Sec. III, we present the main results of our corre-
lation analysis. In particular, we present a reconstruction
of the CR modulation lag over the solar cycle. We show
that the lag is subjected to a quasiperiodical evolution,
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following the 22-year cycle of magnetic polarity, while
its average value is found to decrease with the increas-
ing rigidity (or energy) of the cosmic particles. Based on
these findings, we also provide an effective formula to de-
scribe the temporal evolution and the rigidity dependence
of the CR modulation lag. This constitute an essential
input for developing predictive models of CR modula-
tion [32–37]. In Sec. IV A, we discuss the astrophysical
interpretation of our findings. We argue that the two
features can be interpreted as signatures of charge-sign
dependent drift and energy-dependent diffusion of CRs in
the heliosphere, respectively. This may offer a new way
to investigate basic plasma astrophysics processes in the
heliosphere. Based on this interpretation, we also pro-
vide testable predictions using CR flux measurements of
particles and antiparticles.

II. CALCULATIONS

Our work is based on three main sets of data organized
in forms of time series: direct measurements of CR fluxes
performed in space, counting rates of secondary particles
recorded by NMs, and the monthly SSN recorded in so-
lar observatories. In this section, we present our calcula-
tion framework. First, we briefly outline our calculations
for the local interstellar spectra (LIS) of the main CR
species. Then, we present the solar modulation calcula-
tions used to describe the temporal dependence of the
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) fluxes. Finally, we present the
modeling of the counting rate of ground NM detectors.

A. Modeling the LIS fluxes

In this work, LIS fluxes are used as a mere input for
the heliospheric modulation calculations. The investiga-
tion of the CR propagation in interstellar space is be-
yond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, we opted for
fully numerical calculations that incorporates the essen-
tial physics of interstellar CR transport. Such an ap-
proach allows for a robust estimation of the LIS model
uncertainties, that are considerable in the GeV energy
region where no direct data are available [39, 40]. The
relevant LISs for this work are the most abundant species
such as CR proton (∼ 90 %) and helium nuclei (∼ 9 %).
They are predominantly of primary origin, i.e., acceler-
ated by nonthermal processes in supernova shockwaves
or stellar winds. Other species such as C-N-O nuclei
or rarer elements are of minor relevance. To constrain
the Galactic propagation parameters, however, calcula-
tions of secondary species such as lithium or boron are
of fundamental importance. In our calculations, we im-
plemented a two-halo model of CR propagation in the
Galaxy [41, 42]. In this model, the transport of CRs in
the ISM is described by spatial dependent diffusion of
CRs in a two-zone magnetic turbulence, along with their
interactions with the gas in the galactic disk. The acceler-
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FIG. 1. LIS calculations for CR proton, helium, and carbon fluxes
in comparison with direct measurements from AMS in the ISS and
Voyager-1 in interstellar space [8, 43, 44].

ation of primary CRs is described by rigidity-dependent
source functions of the type Sp ∝ (R/GV)−ν , with in-
dex ν = 2.28±0.12 for Z = 1 and index ν = 2.35±0.13
for all Z > 1 nuclei. The production of secondary par-
ticles is calculated using source functions of the type
Ss =

∑
h Γsp

h→sNh, which describe the h → s fragmen-
tation of h-type species of density Nh into s-type nu-
clei at rate Γh→s. In this description, the physics pro-
cesses of acceleration, nuclear fragmentation and ioniza-
tion losses occur in the Galactic disk, i.e., where the
sources and the matter are placed. The diffusive trans-
port of CRs takes place in an extended halo of vertical
size L. The CR diffusion coefficient in the Galaxy is ex-
pressed as D ≡ βD0(R/GV )δi/o , where we assume two
diffusion regimes: a shallow diffusion for the near-disk
region with index δi within distance z≤ξL from the disk,
and a faster diffusion in the extended halo with index
δo ≡ δı + ∆. Based on our fits, we adopt δi = 0.18±0.05
and D0/L = 0.01±0.002 kpc/Myr, ∆ = 0.55±0.11, and
ξ = 0.12±0.03. Diffusive reacceleration is also accounted,
although our propagation scenario favors models with no
reacceleration. The propagation calculations are made
for all nuclear species in CR from Z = 1 to Z = 26.
All LIS fluxes are evaluated at the position of the Solar
System, in cylindrical coordinates z� ∼=0 of height and
r� ∼=8.3 kpc of galactocentric radius. The calculations
are described in details in our past works [39, 40, 42].
The key model parameters are constrained using LIS
data from Voyager-1 [8], high-energy measurements on
primary nuclei (p-He-C-O) from AMS [43, 44], and sec-
ondary to primary ratios [14, 45]. The calculated LIS
fluxes are illustrated in Fig. 1 in comparison with the data
for the three most abundant CR species.
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B. Modeling the TOA fluxes

We now present the calculations for the time-
dependent modulation of CRs near Earth. The solar
modulation effect is determined by basic transport pro-
cesses inside the heliosphere. To compute the CR fluxes
at a given epoch and in a given location in the helio-
sphere, one has to solve the Parker’s equation of CR
transport. In its general form, the equation accounts
for diffusion in the small-scale irregularities of the in-
terplanetary magnetic field, gradient and curvature drift
across its large-scale components, convection with the so-
lar wind and adiabatic energy losses [1]. Here employ the
simple force field (FF) solar modulation model. The FF
model is a simplified solution of the Parker’s equation for
a spherically symmetric wind and an isotropic diffusion
coefficient. The model provides a simple one-to-one cor-
respondence between TOA and LIS fluxes in terms of a
lower shift in kinetic energy of the CR density [47, 48].
For a CR nucleus of mass M , atomic number Z and mass
number A, the TOA flux J is related to its interstellar
value J IS by the relation:

J(E) =
E(E + 2mp)

(E + Φ)(E + Φ + 2mp)
× J IS(E + Φ) , (1)

where E ≡ T/A is the kinetic energy per nucleon, and
mp
∼= M/A is the nucleon mass. The sum E+Φ is the ki-

netic energy per nucleon of CRs outside the heliosphere.
The parameter Φ ≡ (eZ/A)φ represents the mean ki-
netic energy loss of CRs in the heliosphere, and φ is the
so-called modulation potential. The CR modulation of
all CR nuclei is then described by a unique parameter,
φ, which has the dimension of an electric potential or a
rigidity. The modulation potential is related to physi-
cal quantities such as diffusion coefficient K, solar wind
speed V , and helispheric boundaries rhp as:

φ =

∫ rhp

r0

V (r)

3K(r)
dr , (2)

where r0 = 1 AU is our location. With a quasi-stationary
approach, the long-term variations of the CR fluxes can
be expressed in terms of a time-dependent modulation
parameter φ = φ(t). Several strategies have been devel-
oped for the reconstruction of the modulation level φ(t)
at different epochs [6, 49]. The FF model suffers from
severe limitations [48, 50]. It does not capture physical
mechanisms such as drift or anisotropic diffusion, that re-
quire more advanced modeling [51–54]. Another problem
is the applicability of the quasi-steady-state approxima-
tion [40]. We emphasize, however, that for the purpose
of this work the φ parameter is regarded a mere proxy
for the time variations of the CR modulation. Thus, it
is not regarded as a physical quantity representing the
conditions of the heliospheric plasma. As we will see,
the convenience of the FF model is to express the time-
dependent response of different detectors into compara-
ble time series of a unique parameter.

C. Modeling the NM response

We now present a parametric description of the NM
rates and their link with the time-dependent CR fluxes.
The rate RdNM of a NM detector d at given epoch t after
correction for the barometric pressure is given by [6, 55,
56]:

Rd(t) =
∑
j=CRs

∫ ∞
0

dE · Hdj (E) · Ydj (E) · Jj(t, E) . (3)

The sum is extended to all contributing CR species,
where the solar modulated flux of the j-th species is
Jj(t, E). In practice we consider only proton and helium.
Heavier nuclei such as carbon or oxygen contribute to a
∼ 1 % of the NM rate, and with a very similar temporal
dependence. The Ydj (E) function is the so-called yield

function, measured in m2 sr. It captures the energy-
dependent response of a NM to jth-type CRs at unit
intensity. It includes the physics of hadronic showering
in the atmosphere, the detection efficiency of the instru-
ment, its absolute normalization, its dependence on al-
titude [57]. In this work, to compute the NM yield, we
implemented the parametric model of Maurin et al. [49]
(see Sec. 4.2). The factor Hd in Eq. 3 is a transmission
function. It accounts for the geomagnetic field modu-
lation of CRs. We model it as a smoothed Heavyside
function of rigidity [58]:

Hdj (E) =
1

1 +
[
Rj(E)/RdC

]−s , (4)

where RdC is the geomagnetic cutoff rigidity of a given
NMs station and s = 12 sets the sharpness of the tran-
sition. The transmission function is assumed constant
in time, although the parameter RdC is subjected to slow
secular variations [59]. The transmission function is also
particle independent when expressed as function of rigid-
ity, H(R). In Eq. 4, the j-dependence arises from the
relation between rigidity and kinetic energy per nucleon,

Rj = (Aj/Zj)
[
E2 + 2mpE

]1/2
, (5)

which contains the mass/charge ratio of the j-th specie.
We also note that, due to geomagnetic transmission, the
energy integration of Eq. 3 contributes for E & EjC , i.e.,
above the energy corresponding to the local cutoff RC :

EjC =
[
R2
C (Zj/Aj)

2
+m2

p

]1/2
−mp . (6)

For this reason, other authors set a lower limit EC in
the integration of the NM rate, in place of using the H
function [49, 55, 56]. Once the NM response is fully spec-
ified, variations of the NM rates RdNM(t) can be directly
related to the time dependence of the TOA CR fluxes
Jj = Jj(t, E). Moreover, as seen in Sec. II B, the modu-
lated fluxes can be related to a unique parameter φ.
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III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Time series

With the framework presented in the previous sec-
tion, time-dependent measurements of different experi-
ments have been converted into comparable time series
of modulation potentials φ(t). An important dataset con-
sists in direct CR measurements on monthly basis from
spacecraft. It includes helium flux measurements from
the MED instrument onboard the IMP-8 satellite (from
1973 to 1997), and carbon flux measurements from the
CRIS experiment onboard ACE (from 1997 to 2020). The
ACE/CRIS data cover seven energy intervals between 59
to 200 MeV/n of kinetic energy per nucleon, correspond-
ing to 0.7 to 1.3 GV of carbon rigidity. The IMP-8/MED
data covers the range 140 - 380 MeV/n, corresponding
to about 1 - 1.6 GV of helium rigidity. To combine the
two datasets, we use the highest energy interval of the
ACE time series. We obtain a unique time series of CR
flux measurements covering 48 years with a mean rigidity
value R ∼= 1.25 GV. For each month, the data are fitted
with the modulated flux of Eq. 1 where the parameter
φ is left as free parameter. The minimizing function is
given by:

χ2
i (φ) =

∑
k

[
Jmod
i (Ek, φ)− Ĵi(Ek)

]2
σ−2
i,k , (7)

where Ĵi(Ek) is the i-th measurement of CR flux, along
with its uncertainty σi,k. In spacecraft data, statisti-
cal uncertainties are of the order of ∼ 5-10%, while sys-
tematic uncertainties are 2-3 %. The flux Jmod

i is FF-
modulated using the input LIS of that species and calcu-
lated at the energies Ek of the data. In practice, the two
series from ACE and IMP-8 cover distinct epochs, so that
we end up with a unique ACE+IMP-8 series φi = φ(ti).
Similar time series have been derived using counting rates
from NM detectors. In this work, we have considered
six stations: Oulu, Kiel, Newark, Moscow, Jungfraujoch,
and Rome. The main properties of these NM stations
are summarized in Table I. The considered stations have
a large time span, covering at least 55 years of data, and
different rigidity cutoff ranging from 0.8 to 6.7 GV. The
rigidity cutoff of a NM station depends on its location in
the local geomagnetic field. It is calculated as the vertical
Stoermer cutoff [58]. The data of each station consist in
monthly averaged rates. All rates are corrected for baro-
metric pressure and detection efficiency [15]. For each
dataset d, the corresponding time series of φd has been
determined with a minimization procedure. Given the
measured rate for the i-th month R̂d,i, the minimizing
function is:

χ2
d,i =

[
Rdi (φ)− R̂di

σdi

]2

, (8)

where R̂di (φ) is calculated in Eq. 3 and its dependence on
φ is contained in Jdi , see Eq. 1. The σdi factors are the

total uncertainties in the NM rates, that are of the order
of ∼ 8-10 % [49]. From the NM rates, we obtain seven
time series φd(ti) over the same time period that can be
compared with each other. The measured NM rates are
shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. The corresponding time
series of modulation potential are shown in the bottom
panel. All time series agree fairly well within the un-
certainties. Little discrepancies or glitches can be noted
for a few stations. They can be related to unaccounted
inefficiencies, dead time, or other sources for unstable
behavior [56]. Nonetheless, the NMs operated with high
stability, overall, during the long observation period of
this work.

As a proxy of solar activity, we consider the SSN data
provided on monthly basis (calendar months) [4]. Thus,
we define a continuous function S(t) that interpolates
the 13-month smoothed SSN series. In the left panel
of Fig. 3, the time evolution of the monthly (blue) and
smoothed (orange) SSN is shown for five solar cycles. The
SSN data are compared with the reconstruction of the
CR modulation potential φ. The modulation parameter
is shown in the right panel for two datasets: spacecraft
data on CR fluxes from MED/IMP-8 and CRIS/ACE
(red line), and NM rates from the Rome station (green
area). In the figure, the starlike structure of the graphs
reflects the quasiperiodicity of the solar cycle. The φ time
series from spacecraft data shows a similar structure of
those obtained with NM rates. Some little discrepancies
are observed during solar maxima. They can be ascribed
to known features of the FF model in the low-energy
region [46, 60]. Moreover, the two plots show a similar
starlike structure. This reflects the known anticorrelation
between SSN and CR flux. However, here we observe a
positive correlation because we consider the modulation
potential in place of the CR flux.

B. Time lag analysis

From the existence of a time lag τ between solar ac-
tivity and CR flux modulation, we expect that the pa-
rameter φ calculated at epoch t should be maximally
correlated with the SSN observed at a previous epoch
t − τ . This can be noticed from the graphs in Fig. 3.
Here the modulation star (right) shows a small tilt to-
ward counterclockwise direction in comparison with the
sunspot star (left). Note that a rigid tilt would reflect and
unique and constant time shift. In the present work, we
investigate whether and how the modulation lag evolves
over the solar cycle. To determine the lag τd between
the dth time series φd and the SSN, we use a criterion
based on the maximum correlation. For a set of obser-
vations on CR fluxes and SSN in a given time interval,
our best estimate of the lag is the parameter τ̂d for which
the degree of correlation between φd(t) and S(t − τd) is
maximum. Note that as proxy for solar activity we use
the smoothed SSN series. This allows us to work with
a continuous function S(t − τ). To evaluate the degree
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FIG. 2. Temporal dependence of NM counting rates Rd(t) for six detector stations (top) and the corresponding reconstruction of the
modulation potential φd(t) (bottom) on monthly basis from 1965 to 2020.

NM station NEWK OULU KIEL JUNG MOSC ROME
Detector type 6-NM64 9-NM64 18-NM64 3-NM64 24-NM64 20-NM64

Location Newark, US Oulu, FI Kiel, DE Jungfraujoch, CH Moscow, RU Rome, IT
Coordinates 39.68 N 75.75 W 65.05 N, 25.47 E 54.32 N, 10.12 E 46.55 N, 7.98 E 55.47 N, 37.32 E 41.86 N, 12.47 E

Altitude 50 m 15 m 54 m 3570 m 200 m 0 m
Cutoff 2400 MV 810 MV 2360 MV 4500 MV 2430 MV 6700 MV

TABLE I. Main characteristics of the NM stations used in this work (from http://www.nmdb.eu [15]).

Parameters IMP-8 + ACE OULU KIEL NEWK MOSC JUNG ROME
τM (months) 9.82 ± 0.42 7.76 ± 0.40 7.37 ± 0.45 7.36 ± 0.38 7.56 ± 0.41 7.99 ± 0.52 8.33 ± 0.41
τA (months) 4.87 ± 0.55 5.22 ± 0.55 4.99 ± 0.60 5.00 ± 0.52 5.31 ± 0.56 5.64 ± 0.71 4.76 ± 0.56
T0 (years) 21.44 ± 0.73 21.20 ± 0.58 22.22 ± 0.85 21.04 ± 0.58 21.56 ± 0.63 20.99 ± 0.75 21.63 ± 0.67
tP (years) 2.25 ± 0.51 1.50 ± 0.44 3.09 ± 0.64 1.42 ± 0.43 1.61 ± 0.44 1.32 ± 0.55 2.05 ± 0.52

TABLE II. Summary of the fit results on individual datasets with the parameters of Eq. 9.

of correlation with a given lag τ , we make use of the
Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient as default,
ρdS = ρdS(τ). The procedure is based on a running win-
dow technique and it is outlined as follows. First, we
define a time grid {tk}Nk=1 of N equidistant epochs (with
constant pitch pt≡tk+1 − tk) over the total observation
period. For each epoch tk, we build a δt-sized window
[tk − δt, tk + δt]. Thus, we analyze the φ-SSN correlation
inside that window. More precisely, for every dataset
d we compute the correlation coefficient ρdS(τ) between
two sets of data: all monthly evaluations of φd(t) where
t lies in the considered window, and their correspond-
ing SSN values S(t− τ) evaluated at the time t− τ . At
this point, to estimate the lag, we repeat the procedure
multiple times by varying the lag parameter. In prac-

tice we make a tight scan between τ = −6 and τ = 24
months. For all the considered epochs, the resulting func-
tion ρdS(τ) appears to be remarkably Gaussian-shaped
around a maximum value. The maximum τ̂d is taken as
the best estimate of the lag in the considered epoch t,
for the dataset d. Typical values are τ̂d ∼ 3-12 months.
The advantage of the Spearman’s coefficient lies on its
independence on any functional relationship between the
two variables. Along with Spearman, other correlation
coefficients have been tested. The dependence of vari-
ous correlation coefficients on the lag parameter τ are
shown in Fig. 4 for the Oulu dataset. The following co-
efficients are shown in the figure: the Pearson’s product-
moment correlation ρdP , which is a measure of the linear
correlation between φd and SSN; the Matisse ρdM , which

http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/newk/
http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/oulu/
http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/kiel/
http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/jung
http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/mosc/
http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/rome
http://www.nmdb.eu
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the monthly SSN (blue) and its smoothed value S(t) (orange) since 1965 to 2020. Right: evolution of
the monthly modulation potential φ reconstructed using NM data from the SVIRCO station in Rome, Italy (green) and using direct CR
measurements in space made from IMP-8 (1973-1997) and ACE (1997-2020).
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FIG. 4. Correlation coefficients evaluated as function of the as-
sumed time-lag τ between SSN and CR flux. The graphs have
been obtained with the Oulu NM dataset between 1986 and 1988.
A Gaussian fit is shown for the curve obtained with the Spearmann
coefficient.

measures the linear correlation between φd and the log-
arithm of SSN, as discussed in Tomassetti et al. [25]; the
ρdL log-log coefficient which measures the Pearson corre-
lation of both logarithms of φ and SSN; the Kendall rank
correlation coefficient ρdK ; finally, the Spearman’s corre-
lation coefficient ρS(τ) which is shown together with a
Gaussian fit. From Fig. 4, in can be seen that all the
correlation methods agree with a maximum correlation
at τ̂ ≈ 5− 6 months. The procedure is applied to the
whole observation periods and for all the time series. For
each dataset d, we end up with a time series of lag values
τd. The results are found to be robust against the
use of multiple datasets and different correlation coeffi-
cients. They are also stable against the SSN smoothing

parameters, the δt and pt parameters the time window.
The impact of theoretical uncertainties in the LIS mod-
els, uncertainties on the smoothed SSN variance, in the
correlation coefficients, in the determination of τ̂ was as-
sessed. The reconstructed evolution of the lag is shown
in Fig. 5. Here results are shown for CR data from space
(left) and from the Rome NM station (right), over the
last five solar cycles. It can be seen that both time series
show a remarkable periodicity. In the figure, the data are
fitted with a sinusoidal function (dashed line):

τd(t) = τdM + τdA · cos

[
2π

T d0

(
t− tdP

)]
, (9)

where τA is the maximum amplitude of its variation, T0 is
the oscillation period, and tP is the phase. The function
oscillates around τdM , its average value. Both datasets
of Fig. 5 give a best-fit period T0 = 21.5±0.8 years. The
reconstructed lag from all NM stations is also given in
Fig. 6. The fits results with all the free parameters of
Eq. 9 are summarized in Table II. It can be seen that the
different NM stations lead to consistent results. We also
note that some points seem to deviate from the periodical
model, in particular around the minima/maxima. Here
the behavior looks a bit sharper than that of a simple
sinusoidal. In our opinion, some of these features may
be related to irregularities in the solar cycle, while the
overall trend may be different from a perfect periodical
and sinusoidal. Clearly, the sinusoidal model is a sim-
plification of the actual trend, which could probably be
described by better models. Nonetheless, it captures well
the 22-year periodicity of the modulation lag. A further
evidence for this periodicity is provided in Fig. 7. Here
the Fourier transform of the modulation lag is plotted
for all time-series (NM and spacecraft data). The fig-
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FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the CR modulation lag reconstructed on yearly basis over five solar cycles. The two reconstructions are
done using CR data from ACE/IMP-8 (left) and from the NM station in Rome (right). The dashed lines are a sinusoidal fit of Eq. 9,
showing a best-fit period T ≈ 22 years.
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FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the CR modulation lag reconstructed on yearly basis over five solar cycles. The reconstructions are
obtained from NM rates of the six stations in Table I. The solid lines show a fit to the data with Eq. 9, along with their with 68 % CL
uncertainty bands.

ure shows the 22-year periodicity peak as a dominant
periodicity of the time-lag variation. As an indepen-
dent cross-check, we applied a different fit strategy. The
parameters of Eq. 9 were determined by maximizing di-
rectly the correlation between φd(t) and S(t− τd(t)). In
this approach, the smoothed SSN function S depends
on the τd(t) function, which is expressed as analytical
function of the parameters Θ ≡ {τM , τA, T0, tP }, from
Eq. 9. Thus, for any set of lag parameters Θ, one can
compute the correlation coefficient ρdS = ρdS(Θ). We de-
fine the minimizing function as χ̃d(Θ) ≡ 1 − |ρdS(Θ)|2.
The best-fit estimate of the lag parameters was obtained

by the minimization of this function. For all minimiza-
tions, we use C++ routines of MINUIT implemented in
the ROOT package. This procedure has the advantage of
providing directly the lag parameters. There is no need
of splitting the time series into subintervals and to re-
construct the whole lag evolution. On the other hand,
the results are no longer model independent. They rely
on the assumed functional dependence for the evolution
of the lag (i.e., Eq. 9). Nonetheless the two independent
cross-checks gave consistent results.
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FIG. 7. Fast Fourier transform of the evolution of the modulation
lag calculated using CR data from space (ACE+IMP8 combined)
and from NM rates of several stations. All time series agree with
the presence of a dominant frequency of 1/(22 year).

C. Rigidity dependence

The use of several datasets allows us to inspect the
energy or rigidity dependence of the parameters. In the
following we make use of rigidity R. The time series from
spacecraft data is evaluated at at R = 1.25 GV. The other
time series from NM are unresolved on rigidity. Nonethe-
less, from Eq. 3, one can compute the average rigidity of
CRs producing the NM rates, which is of the order of
dozens GV. We then define the mean rigidity 〈Rd〉, for
the d-th dataset, as the time-averaged expectation value
of R. The average is calculated on CR energy spectrum
that produces the observed rates. We write:

〈Rd〉 ≡ 1

Nd

∑
j

∫
T

dt

∫ ∞
0

RjHdjYdj JjdE , (10)

where all the quantities in the integrand function, includ-
ing Rj , are expressed as function of kinetic energy per
nucleon E. The Nd factor represents the normalization
and it is given by:

Nd ≡
∑
j

∫
T

dt

∫ ∞
0

HdjYdj JjdE . (11)

Thus, the calculation of 〈Rd〉 involves the CR spectra,
the NM yield function, the transmission function. In
particular, it depends on the geomagnetic rigidity cutoff
RdC , which varies from NM to NM. From Table I, the cut-
off range from 0.8 GV (Oulu) to 6.7 GV (Rome). Using
NMs at different cutoff, one may study the rigidity de-
pendence of NM rates [16]. In fact the integral in Eq. 10
is suppressed at R.RC , thus 〈Rd〉 increases with RC .
However, this dependence is mitigated by the NM yield
function Y d(R), which decreases rapidly with decreasing
rigidity. As a result, we found that all NMs give simi-
lar values for the man rigidity, between ∼ 25 and 35 GV.
In Fig. 8, the best-fit parameters of Eq. 9 are plotted as
function of 〈Rd〉. From the figure, it can be seen that all
NM data group together at 〈Rd〉 ∼ 30 GV. As noted in
Ref. [22], from NM data alone it is difficult to determine
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FIG. 8. Best-fit values of the lag parameters of Eq. 9 for all time-
series plotted against the mean rigidity 〈R〉. The solid lines show
the global fit according to Eq. 12, along with the 68 % CL bands.

any rigidity dependence. Noticeably, all the datasets
agree with a T0 parameter fairly consistent with the pe-
riod of a magnetic polarity cycle, 22 years. Similarly,
phase and amplitude give consistent results, showing no
indications for rigidity dependence. In the figure, these
parameters are fitted with constant functions. On the
other hand, the average lag value τM shows a remarkable
decrease with increasing CR rigidity. From the fits, the
low-R data give an average lag τM of nearly ten months,
while all NM data agree with a mean lag of about eight
months. To fit its rigidity dependence, we used a func-
tion of the type τM (R) = τ0

Min + τ0
M (R/GV)−α, i.e., a

power-law in rigidity R with index α plus a constant off-
set τ0

Min. As we discuss in the next section, the choice of
the power-law function is based on considerations on the
rigidity dependence of the CR diffusion timescale. The
constant offset must be set to keep τ ≥ 0 in the high-R
limit.

D. A global formula for the modulation lag

Based on the considerations made in the previous para-
graph, we end up with the following formula:

τ = τ0
Min + τ0

M

(
R

GV

)−α
+ q̂τA cos

[
2π

T0
(t− tP )

]
(12)

The equation describes the rigidity and temporal evo-
lution of the modulation lag over the solar cycle. The
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best-fit parameter values are the following: τ0
M = 3.1 ±

0.5 months, α = 0.5 ± 0.09, T0 = 21.4 ± 0.5 years, and
tP = 1.8 ± 0.2 months. The equation is shown in Fig. 8
(thick red line) along with its “one σ” uncertainty (yel-
low band) associated with the fit. In Eq. 12, the factor
q̂ ≡ q/|q| is the charge sign of the CR particles. The
analysis presented here is based on positively charged
particles, so that q̂ = 1. The charge-sign dependence of
the lag is linked to the dependence of the modulation
equations on the q̂ · A product between CR charge-sign
and solar magnetic polarity. This dependence could be
tested directly using time-resolved data on cosmic an-
tiparticles such as, in particular, AMS measurements on
CR antiprotons. The formula can also be expressed in
terms of cycle fraction x ≡ t/T0, in place of the time
variable, which makes it useful to be applied or tested
to other/future solar cycles. The equation is valid only
for CR located near-Earth (at helioradius r0 = 1 AU).
Other regions of the heliosphere may have different lag
parameters. In spite of its simplicity, this equation repre-
sents a generalization of the empirical delay factors used
in many time-dependent modulation models [25, 32–34],
which are often kept as constant. The lag evolution over
the different phases of the solar cycle is also illustrated
in Fig. 9 and discussed in the following.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Interpretation of the results

The modulation lag is often interpreted in terms of
timescales of the changing conditions of the heliosphere.
The process is regulated by the propagation speed V of
the solar wind, which fills a modulation region of size
L ∼ 100 AU. The naive estimate suggests a modulation
lag of the order of one year, τ ∼ L/V . However, the
present study suggests a more complex physical picture
where also drift, latitudinal dependence of the wind, and
CR diffusion play an active role in the formation of the
lag. A similar picture is also emerging from recent works
[24, 31, 61], as we discuss in the next paragraph. Be-
cause of gradient or curvature drifts across the inter-
planetary magnetic field, CRs are guided to follow pref-
erential trajectories. Hence, near-Earth observations of
CRs probe only selected regions of the heliosphere. The
drift speed of CRs, however, depend on the product q̂Â.
During Â+ epochs, cosmic protons reach the inner helio-
sphere through high-latitude regions. During Â− epochs,
they gather near the equatorial plane and across the he-
liospheric current sheet. This phenomenon is coupled
with the colatitudinal dependence of the solar wind. The
wind speed V (θ) ranges from ∼ 400 km s−1 near equators
(θ∼90◦, slow wind region) to & 800 km s−1 in the polar
regions (θ∼0◦, 180◦, fast wind region) [1]. As a conse-
quence, we expect larger lags when analyzing CR data
in q̂Â < 0 conditions, as we are probing the slow-wind
region. In contrast, shorter lags are expected from data

of q̂Â > 0, that probe the fast-wind regions of the helio-
sphere. Moreover, we expect that matter and antimatter
particles interchange their role with the change of polar-
ity. The propagation of CR protons (or positrons) under

Â+ periods should be similar to that of CR antiprotons
(or electrons) during Â− periods and viceversa. This
circumstance is expressed by the factor q̂ in Eq. 12 and
could be resolutely tested using time-resolved data on CR
antimatter. The connection between the modulation lag
and the 22-year polarity cycle is also illustrated in Fig. 9.
In the figure, along with the solar cycles, the Â+/Â−

magnetic polarities are shown.
In addition, the observed rigidity dependence suggests

that the propagation times of CRs in the heliosphere play
a crucial role in the formation of the lag. Here we refer to
the time spent by CRs in the heliosphere before reaching
Earth. Their propagation time is dominated by parallel
diffusion with a coefficient of the type K ∝ Rα, where the
index α is linked to the spectrum of magnetic turbulence
[54]. Hence, the CR propagation time must decrease with
rigidity as Tdiff ∼ L2/3K(R)∝R−α. As a result, low-R
particles bring more “delayed” information in comparison
with high-R particles. In particular, the diffusion time of
1 GV particles is of the order of one month [62, 63]. Such
a rigidity-dependent lag, however, adds up to a rigidity-
independent lag which is of the order of 6-8 months. After
considering both terms, we end up with the final form
of Eq. 12. Intriguingly, this result may offer a new way
to measure the rigidity dependence of CR diffusion in
heliosphere. The parameter α of the present work agrees
with other analysis based on CR propagation models [54],

B. Comparison with other works

The study of the time lag in the long-term CR modula-
tion was conducted in a number of recent works. Differ-
ent techniques of data processing or analysis approaches
were used [22, 23, 61]. Several studies on the long-term
CR modulation have pointed to an odd/even effect for
the lag. The lag observed during odd solar cycles appears
to be longer than that in even ones. These observations
suggest the association of this feature with charge-sign
dependent drift [17, 64]. In this work, we determined the
temporal evolution of the modulation lag over five solar
cycles. This shows its quasiperiodical behavior in con-
nection with the 22-year solar cycle of magnetic polarity.
The role of drift is essential for the interpretation given
in Sec. IV A. Two interesting papers appeared while this
work was in preparation [24, 31]. In Koldobskiy et al.
[24], the variability of the CR modulation lag is inves-
tigated by means of a time-frequency wavelet analysis.
A complete compilation of the past results is also pre-
sented, showing the modulation lags reported at differ-
ent epochs/cycles. Their results agree well with ours. In
Wang et al. [31], it is suggested that the time lag between
CR flux and SSN originates already in the open magnetic
flux on the Sun. The lag between SSN and the genera-
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tion of the open magnetic flux was also analyzed. The
authors found a cycle-dependent lag that might explain
the odd/even effect. They also note that the role of CR
transport should make a contribution. In Sec. III C and
Sec. IV A, we also came to the conclusion that the lag
originates from different contributions. However, the de-
layed open flux scenario was not considered in our work.
In Sec. III C, to determine the rigidity dependence of the
lag, we have defined the mean rigidity 〈R〉 of CRs that
forms the NM rates. The notion of the effective CR rigid-
ity (or energy) Reff for NMs is discussed in many works
[65–68]. In Gil et al. [66], it is defined as the CR rigid-
ity at which protons have the same relative variability
as the counting rate of the detector. In Alanko et al.
[65], Reff is defined such that the NM rate is propor-
tional to the flux of all CRs with rigidity R above this
value. In this paper, our definition of 〈R〉 is aimed at
capturing the average rigidity value of the primary CRs
that produce the NM signal. Comparing the two defi-
nitions, one expects that 〈R〉 is some factor larger than
Reff . The rigidity dependence of the modulation lag is
investigated first in Nymmik [16], where the simple cut-
off value RC was used as reference rigidity. We find, in
agreement with this work, the general trend that odd so-
lar cycles show longer lags than even cycles. We did not
find, however, any odd/even effect in the rigidity depen-
dence of the lag. Moreover, in agreement with Ross &
Chaplin [22], we found that the NM data alone do not
lead to a clear determination of rigidity dependence. It
is also interesting to compare our work with the results

of Shen et al. [61]. In their work, the energy dependence
of the lag was derived using only spacecraft data. Using
IMP-8 proton data between 1980 and 1999, they found
a decrease for τ(E) between about 50 MeV and nearly
400 MeV of kinetic energy. These energies fall just below
the range considered in our work. In the highest region,
corresponding to about 1 GV of CR proton rigidity, they
reported a modulation lag of τ ∼ 10 months for the Â−

dataset (epoch 1980-1989) and τ ∼ 6 months for the Â+

dataset (epoch 1991-1999). Their results are in agree-
ment with our findings for the same considered periods.
However their analysis is only limited to the descending
phases of the solar cycle. In Shen et al. [61], the rigid-
ity dependence of the modulation lag is described by a
simple power-law function. Their interpretation of such a
dependence is in full agreement with ours. However, they
derived two distinct slopes for the two datasets of oppo-
site magnetic polarity, suggesting that the lag decreases
more rapidly during Â+ epochs. The authors argue that
a difference in the two slopes may be caused by different
rates of CR energy losses in the two magnetic polarities.
Although such an interpretation appears reasonable to
us, it should also be noted that the two trends are very
similar each other. Within the uncertainties estimated in
our analysis, the discrimination of the of the two slopes is
not possible. Regarding Eq. 12, a comparison with past
works can be done. In models based on the transport
equation, the time lag is usually treated as an input pa-
rameter τ to be determined with the data [34, 37, 38]. In
general, many models rely on the simplifying assumption
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of a constant lag [25, 33, 36, 37]. In some recent works,
the lag parameter is assumed to take different values for
odd/even solar cycles, i.e., it is modeled as a 22-year pe-
riodic step function [32, 33]. In the BOM model [32, 35],
the temporal evolution of the CR flux is calculated within
the FF approximation. The time dependence of the mod-
ulation parameter Φ(t) is calibrated against the SSN us-
ing a cycle-dependent delayed relationship. In practice,
a two-value lag is used as input parameter, depending
on the odd/even cycle number. The same approach is
used in other approaches, including fully empirical mod-
els [29, 37]. In this respect, our formula can be regarded
as a generalization of early attempts to account for the
lag in CR modulation.

C. Further developments

The study of the relationship between CR modulation
and solar activity provides the basis for establishing the
long-term forecast of the CR radiation levels in the he-
liosphere. Forecasting CR radiation is an important con-
cerns for crewed space travel in future missions [2]. In
light of the comparison with other studies, further correl-
ative analyses may be carried out the use of other proxies
carrying different information. Examples are indices are
the open magnetic flux, the tilt angle of the heliospheric
current sheet, the solar irradiance, the flare index. Using
these indices, one can in principle allows to assess the dif-
ferent contributions of the modulation lag. Regarding the
interpretation, we discussed our results in general terms
of large-scale diffusion and drift, but the role of merged
interaction regions in the time-dependent CR modulation
should be investigated. Another goal is to calculate the
precise rigidity dependence of the CR propagation times
in the difference phases of the solar cycle. This will be
done in a forthcoming work, based on stochastic sim-
ulations of CRs in the heliosphere and time-dependent
constraints from AMS/PAMELA data [54].

To improve the study of the rigidity dependence of
NM rates, one can set up more refined calculations of
the transmission function. In this work, variations in the
cutoff RC were neglected, although in the last five cy-
cles it decreased of nearly 5 % in the equatorial regions
[59]. However, NM rates remain unsuitable to study the
rigidity dependence of the lag, while direct CR data from
space would be of help. In the present study, we consid-
ered data from ACE and IMP-8 at the GV scale. The
observational gap in the ∼ 1-30 GV rigidity region may be
fulfilled with the data from new-generation experiments
in low-Earth orbit such as AMS, PAMELA and CALET.
The AMS experiment has now covered one solar cycle
of exposure. In particular, the AMS experiment in the
International Space Station can provide measurements
of CR antiprotons over about one solar cycle of expo-
sure. With time series of antimatter/matter data, the

charge-sign dependence of the modulation lag can be de-
termined, and the physical interpretation provided here
can be resolutely tested.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the delayed asso-
ciation between the variability of solar activity and the
temporal variation of CR fluxes. Using a large collection
of CR flux measurements from spacecraft and counting
rates from NMs, we have reported the observation of im-
portant features in the solar modulation effect of CRs
in the heliosphere. First, we have shown that the mod-
ulation lag between SSN and CR flux is subjected to a
quasiperiodical behavior which follows the 22-year cycle
of Sun’s magnetic polarity. Moreover, we have found that
the mean value of the modulation lag decreases with the
rigidity or energy of the cosmic particles. These features
reveal important aspects of the physics of CR modula-
tion phenomenon. We interpreted our findings in terms
of the combination of basic processes of charged particle
transport: drift of CRs over the large-scale interplanetary
magnetic field, convection over the latitudinal-dependent
solar wind, and rigidity dependent diffusion in the mag-
netic irregularities of heliospheric turbulence. Based on
this interpretation, we have proposed an effective formula
for describing the temporal evolution and the rigidity de-
pendence of the CR modulation lag. Our formula could
be used as an effective input in solar modulation mod-
els for making predictions of the CR radiation driven by
solar activity proxies. Within the physical picture pre-
sented here, the observed connection between modulation
lag and solar cycle can be considered as a remarkable sig-
nature of charge-sign dependent drift in CR transport.
The interpretation could be resolutely tested using data
on CR antimatter collected from AMS over a full decade
of observation.
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